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The Spine Module of Socrates would not have been developed to the extent it has been without the input of Dr 
Brett Freedman, a Spine surgeon in the US army, based in Germany. He has been responsible for the input into 
the surgical details, the surgeon examination screens, implant details and the content of the patient medical and 
spine history. He has donated hundreds of hours to help us  and we are very grateful for his help.  
Don’t be daunted by what you may consider as too much data to collect when you first look through the various 
screens. You can select from a lot of options, from the very brief to the very detailed. The amount of data that 
different users want to collect varies between users. Some users will want to record detailed information about 
all procedures; others of you will throw your arms up in horror at this level of detail, and will just want to use the 
program to track what you’ve done by diagnosis and procedure name, and some patent related scores. Also, 
since Socrates will be with you for your entire practice, what you use it for, and how much detail you collect may 
change over time, as well as be different for various patient populations.    

Regulatory and reimbursement changes are ever-present, and it may become mandatory to follow some of the 
new procedures and implants in different levels of detail over time. Socrates will let you adapt your needs to 
cover all the possible scenarios.  It’s like a one-size-fits-all program, even if you do get a bit lighter or heavier 
over the years. There is quite a bit of customisation possible also, and we regularly add new fields and scores as 
they become necessary due to changes in technology and technique.  

You can set up “Favourites” for the surgical details screen so that almost all the fields that you might routinely 
check for some procedures would be populated with one tick for those surgeries. If you have a list of surgeries 
that you perform regularly and you take the time to set these up as “favourites” this will save a lot of time on 
data entry for the surgical fields.   

You can also generate reports, operation reports, examination reports etc from any data that has been entered 
into Socrates.  These can be saved word or pdf documents, and copied and pasted into another EMR. These can 
be set up at the users end although they can be fiddly and time consuming to “build” just as any macro is. We 
are in the process of developing some default templates and will let users know when these are ready for use.  

WHAT’S STILL TO COME 
 At the time of releasing the Version 3.5 Build 10004, the spine module is still work in progress.  

 Thoracic patient history questionnaire. There is currently a back and leg, and Neck and arm patient survey 
but we don’t have one developed yet for patient with Thoracic symptoms.  

 A “lite” version of the patient back and leg, and neck and arm surveys. We know that all patients won’t have 
the patience to fill out the full questionnaires.   

 Non operative treatment screen to allow capture of the details needed to track any non-operative procedures 
and their efficacy. 

 Intraoperative Revision details.  
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We will start off by taking you through the various screens in Socrates, it would help if you have the document 
printed out, and can go through the screens while you are reading this.  

HISTORY SCREEN 
Most fields on this screen are self-explanatory, and the master lists are created on the Set Up screen. There is a 
short cut to the screen at the bottom of the page – hammer and spanner. 

 

Diagnosis and Procedure Codes 

If you are using these, the fields will be blank when you create your own database. Lists of these codes, whether 
in text or numerical format, can be imported from other sources.  Examples include CPT, ICD, or DRG codes 
(depending on your country), or other codes or names your system may use to identify diagnosis, procedure 
name, etc.  It is possible to have lists containing both numbers and text,  and it is possible to select more than 
one for a particular surgery. Go to the Set Up and customisation chapter “Importing Adaptable fields/Keywords” 
for details of how to import your lists. They can also be added one by one manually to the master list. It is the 
responsibility of the site to obtain any licenses which might be required to use any of the codes that are imported 
by the user.  
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Diagnosis and Procedure Names  
Why do we have both codes and names?  

Some sites don’t record codes, but want clinically descriptive terms, others will record both.  Also, for various 
reasons the codes and the clinically descriptive terms aren’t always the same. 

When you created your new database you had the option of installing the default adaptable fields. If you 
selected this you will see a  list of procedures here, they are the same as are on the surgery details screen. 
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SURGICAL DETAILS.  
If you don’t plan on entering any more than just the diagnosis and procedure names and or codes, skip reading 
this section.  

If you do, click on the surgeon icon in the top right hand corner of the screen.   

In order for us to accommodate users who wanted to collect a lot of surgery details, as well as others who 
wanted to collect less, there is potentially a lot of data that can be entered into this screen. If you want to collect 
the intraoperative details in this level of detail you will need to spend some time finding your way around this 
screen, maybe practice entering a few dummy surgeries to get the hang of it.  

You can set up most of the fields to prepopulate for the procedures you do more frequently which reduces data 
entry time down to less than a minute, and at the end of this you can generate an op report in about 5 seconds. 
So, it may be worth persevering as you can have all these data points available for research, and an op report  
without adding additional time to your day..    

 

The screen below is what you will see.  
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Common details 

The details at the top of the screen relate to the surgery overall, and are not procedure or region specific. If the 
start and finish time is entered using the 24 hour clock, the duration of surgery will be calculated. Otherwise just 
enter the duration in minutes. 

  

Procedure type/Name 
There is a list of the different types of spine procedures  by region - Cervical, Deformity etc and inside each of 
these is a sub list which has the procedures belonging to those groups.  

 

There is no limit to how many can be selected, you can select both a lumbar, thoracic and a cervical procedure. 
Each time you select from a new list a tab will be created alongside the main surgical details tab which gives you 
the option to record the details that are specific to that region/procedure.  That’s if you want to add more, if you 
don’t you can bypass those tabs, and go to the other details, or implants.  
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Once you have added the names of the procedures the next stop is to go to those tabs for each region. You 
selected both thoracic and cervical so you will see both those tabs. Each section has a top part, which enables 
you to record details of the approach, intraoperative imaging, bone graft materials used etc. The headings/titles 
of the list are all the same for each tab, but the fields on the list may differ. For example, the list of approaches 
may differ from the cervical to thoracic, but the other details may not.  

  

At the bottom of this screen you will see a tab for each of the procedures you selected for that region. This 
enables you to record the following details:   

Levels operated on  
The bottom of each screen on the sub tabs allows you to list the levels or segments for each procedure within 
the main heading (thoracic, cervical, fracture, deformity etc) If there are no levels you will see a list pop up “ no 
levels. We have done our best to get these correct, if you find something that’s not correct please let us know.  
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Side/Type 
This allows you to enter the side, R L or bilateral, and the type. Own and elsewhere for revision or reoperation 
means was the original surgery was yours (own) or are you revising a surgery that was done elsewhere. It’s 
possible to have both a primary and a revision procedure in the same surgery which is why it is there for each 
procedure.  

 

If the Type is entered in the above fields on the surgery screen it will be cross populated back into the history 
screen also as well as the date of surgery. 

 

OK, we have covered the details for each location/region, we now have the option of adding some additional 
details about the procedure. Once again, if you don’t want to record these details just don’t go there.  

Other surgery details  
As you can see from the screen shot, this allows you to record additional details about the procedure, fluid loss 
and replacement etc.   
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Additional procedures  

At the bottom right of this screen there is a window which enables you to add any additional procedures. 

 

 

Rather than put in a set list of these, users can add their own list in Adaptable fields, in the Set Up screen.   

 

Intraoperative complications 
Hopefully you won’t be in this screen too often however it’s always a good idea to select the “No Complications 
occurred” if there weren’t any. That way, you know that you just didn’t forget.  
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As you can see they are sorted by headings, and each has a sub list attached. Once there is anything entered on 
this screen the basic details will also automatically be populated into the main complications screen as an 
intraoperative complication.  This is on the surgeon follow up and complication screen. More about this screen 
later, for now just believe us. 

 

Implant screen 
This is where we had the hardest time trying to gain consensus on how much detail to collect for the implants 
used in the procedures. You can choose how much you want to record, but you will have to play with this for a 
while to get the hang of it. You can record just the type of implant, i.e. monorail Lateral mass screw. Or go to 
next step and records the monoaxial Lateral mass screw, and the brand or type. Or the next level and record all 
of these, as well as the size/s of each used. OR, add the levels where you used instrumentation in combination 
with any of the other fields.    

When you first enter this screen it’s just a big blank window. Click anywhere on the blank screen and the window 
below will pop up. The models/brands and sizes are going to be blank when you first install the software.  

 

The implant screen has the generic groups and sub groups already entered, but the individual brands and sizes 
must be added by the user. If you are going to want to collect brands and sizes it’s a really good idea to spend 
some time adding these right at the start. Firstly you will get to know how to do it, and secondly you won’t get 
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held up in the OR when you are adding the data on the surgical screen when you find missing sizes or implants. 
They can be added at anytime to the master list but chances are a few months down the track you might have 
forgotten how to do it. 

If we have missed anything, or there are new types that come along let us know as we can add new tabs 

 

 

If you don’t want to add the implant brand and size you don’t need to add anything else. The generic names and 
types are already included in Socrates. However you can add to the list of Types if you find something is missing, 
or something new comes along. 

Adding new implant types, brand, manufacturer, and sizes 
OK, so you do want to collect data on the brands etc.  To do this do you need to first set up the master list of 
those implants for your own site. This is accessed via the Set Up screen (that’s the hammer and wrench icon) 
Implants. There is a direct link to it from the implant screen also.  
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This is the screen where you can add the brands/models, manufacturers, sizes etc. Go to the chapter on Set Up 
and customisation for full details about how to add/modify implants.  

 

Bone Graft implant details  
It is possible to create the brands and sizes/volumes for these three fields also.  This is the same list for Bone 
graft, Biologics and Bone graft extenders. This list is also shared with the other modules, as these are generally 
the same regardless of where in the body they are used. Thus if you have other modules in Socrates being used 
you may see names on the list that you don’t use.   

 This is where they “live” on the implant set up screen.  
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OK, so now you have added models, manufacturers and sizes to the implant master list.  You now need to know 
how to add what you used to an individual surgery.  

Adding implants to the surgery record  
Firstly you need to decide how much detail you want to collect. You can choose levels/segment, Type, 
model/brand/sizes or a combination of these.    

 

You can choose the following working from the most basic.  

 To select the type only, double click on the one/s you want to enter it into the record. This would show 
up on the reports and search as Lateral mass screw, Monoaxial.  

 

 

 To select the Type and the model/brand name. Single click on the Type you want, and the 
Model/Brands for that type will be displayed. If you have entered sizes, these will also be displayed in 
the Size columns.  If you don’t care about the size, double click on the model and the Type and 
model/brand will be recorded.  
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 To select the Type, the model/brand name and sizes. Single click on the Type, Model/Brand then double 
click on the size. Repeat if more than one size is used, or 2 of the same size.  

 

 To select level/segments and type only  

 

 To select level/segments and model/brand 

 

 To select level/segments, model/brand and sizes 
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This all sounds complicated but once you have decided what you want to collect, and you have done it 
a few times you will get the hang of it .The basic rule is, select the levels you want or leave them out 
with a single click, then use the double click icon to choose whichever field you want to appear on the 
list – the Type only, the Model only or the Model and size/s.  The single click icon just moves you along 
to the next option.  

You have a delete icon, you will probably use it quite a bit when you are getting familiar with this. 

Once what you want is displayed on the far right column just click the tick and it will be saved.  

 

Note that the manufacturer’s name is displayed on the list but doesn’t populate the screen however it is available 
for searching, and is included in any reports that are generated.  

Once you have saved this you will see the implants and levels displayed as below.  The screenshot below shows 
a mixture of implants selected.  

Procedure Summary 
This tab displays a summary of the region, Procedure name/s, Type and levels/segments.  
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Surgical Custom Fields 
By now I am sure that you think there couldn’t be any more intraoperative details that you could possibly need 
to record… However there will always be something that an individual user might want that’s not included in the 
main screens.  The custom tab allows you to add your exclusive (only one option allowed) lists, multi lists (can 
select multiple fields on the list), and numeric fields or date fields for intraoperative events. This is also an option 
to add your own fields other than intraoperative ones but for now we will just tell you about the intraoperative 
ones. See the chapter on Personalise in the Set Up and customisation chapter for full details.   

On the master list in the Set Up screen where you add these new fields, this is what it looks like.  

 

On the surgery details screen you will now see your newly created lists and can now add the approach Dr Nutt 
used for this surgery,  

  

The Co2 levels, and the date of the last surgery 
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This is the multi list that was added to the master custom fields list 

 

This is what appears on the surgery screen..  

 

Adding surgery favourites 
Now that you are at the end of the surgery screen we have some good news. It’s possible to store the surgical 
data for the procedures that you perform routinely so that it can prepopulate the screen. If you have some 
surgeries that you do often that may have the same approach, anaesthetic, implants etc. used you can populate 
a screen. Give it a name and then store it for the next time you do the same surgery.  It takes a bit of time to 
set these up, but once you have the fields stored it will all populate the screen all at once and you only have to 
change the details that might be different for that specific patient’s procedure. You can also do this on the 
previous history screen, it can store the names of the assistant, anaesthetist hospital etc for the different places 
and teams you operate at.  So you can save them as St Judes, Monday am list, for example and the names 
will auto populate.  
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Post Op and rehabilitation details.  
This enables users to record text about any post op medications or follow up needed. You can set up “favourites” 
here as well so that over time you build up a list of the standard instructions for the different operations that you 
do and these will then auto populate without having to re-enter them each time. They can be modified for that 
surgery if things are a bit different. This is a separate favourite to the main surgery screen as you can have the 
same surgery but with different post-operative details for different patients.  

 

 

 

You had saved these details as post op follow up. Select that on the list, then the tick and the saved data 
appears. If you have set up an operation report, and selected the Post Op and Rehab notes to be included these 
data will also automatically be included in the report.  
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EXAMINATION, FOLLOW UP AND COMPLICATIONS 
This screen includes a lot of detail on each tab, if you want it use it you’ll need to read about each one. In 
general terms, everything that is recorded in this tab are fields or data that may need to be recorded at more 
than one time point, they require either a date, or a follow up delay, (preop, 3 weeks, 6 months etc) It is also 
possible to create a report from any of these screens either individual screen’s, or a report which combines data 
from any of them.  

Access the Exam, F/Up and Complications tab on the bottom of the history screen, the top row of icons above 
the scores.   

 

If you can’t see this tab, go to the Set Up screen and make sure it’s selected to be displayed.  

 

Once inside this tab it has the following sub tabs.  

 

Comorbidities & BiochemistryTab 
This screen, is like all the others which have data that can be entered at different time points (preop, 3 months, 
5 years etc) in that it requires the user to use the ADD icon to add data at that time point.  It then needs either a 
date or follow up period entered.  If a date is entered the follow up will be calculated from the date of surgery, 
or if there is no surgery date it will be preop.  Or you can leave the date field empty and enter just the follow up 
period - preop, 3m (months) 5y (years) etc. Each time you add a new follow up use the ADD icon, you only use 
the pencil (modify) if you are making changes to an existing follow up.  

 

Comorbidities  
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This screen records details of comorbidities, and requires the user to use the ADD icon to add data, and then a 
date or follow up, preop, 3m (months) 5y (years) etc. Each new follow up requires the ADD icon, you only use 
the pencil (modify) if you are making changes to an existing follow up. Most of the time the Comorbidities will 
only be added preop, but over time patients may develop other conditions which can affect their outcome.  

 

The lists have been sectioned into sub headings, Mental Health, Neurological, etc,  and these lists are fixed – the 
user can’t add or modify them. However, at the bottom of the screen on the left side there is a field for “other” 
Comorbidities.  Here you can set up your own master list of Comorbidities,(from the adaptable fields screen) and 
use this instead of, or as well as the fields that are in the lists. There may already be a default list there, this list 
can be deleted, added, to or modified by the user. If we have left anything off the standard lists let us know.  

Charlson Comorbidity Index 
Ref:  Charlson ME, Pompei P, Ales KL, MacKenzie CR (1987). A new method of classifying prognostic comorbidity 
in longitudinal studies: development and validation. J Chron Dis, 40(5): 373–383.  

This is a list of comorbidities, each of which has been weighted and will give a total. If there are matching 
comorbidities entered on the list on the left they will be populated into this list as well.  
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An excerpt from a paper below describes how it can be useful in predicting increased cost and outcome. This list 
cannot be added to or modified.  

 

Biochemistry  
This section enables you to add the more commonly recorded biochemistry/blood values.  The unassigned ones 
can be assigned titles/names in the Set Up screen.  

 

Complications  
This screen requires the user to use the ADD icon to add data, and then a date or follow up, preop, 3m (months) 
5y (years) etc. Each new follow up requires the ADD icon, you only use the pencil (modify) if you are making 
changes to an existing follow up. In this module, there is a full list of Intraoperative complications on the surgical 
details screen, so this screen would normally be used for post-operative complications. However, if you are not 
using the surgical details screen and still want to record any intraoperative complications you can still use this 
screen, and would add/select the complications from the “other complications. This screen would not be used 
preoperatively.  

The complications have been sectioned into sub headings.  If we have missed any out, or you want to use all, or 
some of your own you can use the “other” complications field, adding these to the master list in Adaptable fields, 
from the Set Up screen.  
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The Additional details on the right are not commonly used, Its up to the user how much of this screen you want 
to use.  

If there have been entries for any intraoperative complications, some details will be populated into this screen as 
below - Yes, Intra-op, and the date. The details of those complications and the search list are stored in the 
surgery details screen.  
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Surgeon examination  
There’s a lot in this screen. It has 11 sub tabs separated into the body regions, and one for spinal injury. Use as 
much or as little of it as you want to.  Most of the tabs have a Normal check, and if this is checked some of the 
fields on the standard tests that are normally examined will be populated.  

 

Below, you can see that the patient nutrition status, and their appearance has populated. The values for the BP, 
heart rate etc have not as they may vary, but still be within what the surgeon considers the normal range for 
that patient.  

 

Here are the normal values for the Mental and Eye section.  
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Some of the tabs, like the shoulder in the next example have no normal, and nothing is pre-populated when the 
main normal screen is checked as this region is not always examined, and it is unlikely that all the tests that are 
displayed would ever be done for the same patient.   

 

Once again you can generate a report based on data that has been entered into these screens.  

History Preop 
This is another big screen.  But good news here as well!   There are 3 patient surveys that can be selected to 
send via the web for your patients to fill out. These are the spine Medical History, the preop Back and Leg, and 
preop Neck and Arm.  Once they have been completed, when you create the pre-op record on this examination 
screen by clicking on ADD, if there are any of those surveys in the patient history screen the responses will be 
cross populated into the surgeon screen. So, you have the relevant details of the patient medical conditions, and 
their spine signs and symptoms and history on the surgeon examination screen.  You can also print out a hard 
copy report of the all the responses from each survey that the patient completed if you have created a report for 
these.  
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The three questionnaires that will send the data to this screen are the medical history, and the Spine, neck and 
arm and back and leg questionnaires. 

All the tabs below, with the exception of the EMG Discogram will have data in them if the corresponding 
questionnaires were completed by the patient. This happens when you first click the ADD icon.  There will be a 
slight delay after clicking ADD as it finds and populates the fields from the patients history screens.  

 

Its now up to the user whether they accept what the patient has entered, or ask further questions about some of 
their responses, and if necessary, make changes.  

On the neurological tabs, you have the option of clicking Confirmed or Corrected to the patient responses, and 
making any changes that you might need to.    

The patient spine history questionnaires are separated into 2, one for neck and arm, the other for back and leg. 
It’s possible that some patients will have symptoms in both regions and will fill them both out.  There are some 
common questions, - how many nights does the pain wake you, how many days do you exercise etc.  If they 
have responded to the same questions differently, the program will record the worst option. E.g.  If they say it 
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wakes them 3 nights due to their back, and 5 nights due to their neck, 5 nights is what will be recorded in this 
field.   

Not all the fields on the surgeons examination screen related to the patient history are populated, some are not 
on the patient questionnaire, and other are felt to be important enough that the surgeon should ask the 
question.  

Assessments  
Once again, there is a lot on this screen, and you may choose not to use it. This screen records in more detail, 
the diagnosis and a full clinical assessment of the patient condition, and ICD 9 and 10 codes.  

NOTE: We have done our best to ensure that the ICD codes are accurate, but each site should check before 
relying on these for any billing. The ICD 10 codes are fairly new and still evolving and there may be changes to 
these over time. If you find any inaccuracies please let us know! 

 

Most of the main fields have sub windows that will appear once the main field is entered if there are any more 
details relevant to that field, levels, type (extrusion, sequestration etc.)  

 

There is also an ICD summary on the last screen 
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Recommendations  

This screen covers the various treatment or surgery options that are recommended after the clinical examination.  

 

Surgery details 

When you get to the surgery details tab there is a bit to get your head around. This can be used to generate a 
planning note, which will help to make sure that others in the team know what the surgeon is planning to do, 
and that the appropriate equipment/implants etc are available.   
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These allow up to 4 options, which in turn allows 5 different operations. You can select the levels, side/type and 
type of instrumentation (if relevant to that surgery)  

Planning details 

Each option has a sub tab which allows the user to select what they will require for the planned surgery including 
implants, and notes.  A planning report can be generated from this screen.  

 

If you want to use the Approach surgeon name you would need to enter their names on  the surgeon master list 
in the Set Up screen.  

The same for the list of implants, it’s the same list used for the implants used in surgery, minus the details of the 
levels and sizes.  
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Counselling/Studies/Follow up 

This records any further tests, imaging, blood tests etc that are needed after the initial examination. The 
counselling notes are text.  
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REPORTS 

 

The program can generate reports based on any data that has been entered into Socrates. However, like any 
macro, they are time consuming and fiddly to put together initially. We recommend that you find your way 
around the program before attempting to set up your reports so that you have a clear idea of what data you 
want to enter, thus what can be populated into a report. We are putting together some default protocols over 
the next month or so and these will be available to users to develop into their own layout. Once you have 
decided what you want to include, we can help you put your own together but there will be an hourly cost to 
provide this service.  

You also need to be cognisant that the report is computer generated, you can add your own text to it, and 
rename or remove the field titles but the fields in Socrates which populate into the report can’t be changed by 
the user. It probably won’t ever look quite like the reports you dictate now. You will have to decide whether the 
time it might save you will compensate for some compromise it what it looks like.  

Here’s an example of part of a default surgery report. It takes about 3 seconds for the program to generate this 
report, assuming that the data was entered into Socrates surgery details screen. You can always add your own 
blurb to the document.  

 

Go to the chapter in the manual “Reports” which give full details about how to create and populate the reports.  
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SPINE SCORES AND OUTCOMES QUESTIONNAIRES  
The chapter in the manual “Scores and Evaluations” gives more details of the scores and questionnaires that are 
included in the Spine module, and any licenses needed. Scores included are: 

 *SF 12 and SF 36 – Only calculated scores can be entered, they must be scored by using the scoring 
software obtained from the developers ($1.55 for each time a form is completed)   

 Veterans Rand 12 and 36 – free alternative to SF 12 and SF 36 after obtaining a license. Contact us on 
info@socratesortho.com 

 *EQ5D Euroqol quality of life – license needed. This will not be a web score, the licensors will only allow 
electronic data capture using their own server.   

 SRS 22 and 30 SRS 30  

 Orebro  

 Tampa score for Kinesphobia 

 Roland Morris low back pain and disability index 

 Oswestry V2 - license needed. 

 Vernon Moir disability index 

 Japan Orthopaedic Association – cervical myelopathy and back pain scores.  

 Neurogenic Claudication Outcome Score 

 Zurich Claudication Score  

 Sciatica Bothersome and Frequency Index  

 VAS pain score for Back and Leg, Neck and Arm.    

 GROC – Global rating of change.  

 ODOMS – Neck and Back This is post-operative or post-treatment questionnaire which assesses the patients 
view of their outcome. 

 DRAM – Distress and Risk Management score - this combines the Modified Zung Depression Scale and the 
Modified Somatis perception questionnaire. 

 Patient medical history – details past and present of the patient and family medical history.  

 Spine History – This is a detailed questionnaire covering the patient’s current spine symptoms, pain and 
function and previous surgery or treatment. Some fields of this survey are cross populated to the surgeon 
examination screen so that if the surgeon is using the surgeon examination screen the relevant responses 
from the patient.  There is a separate one for patients with Back and leg, and Neck and Arm symptoms, If 
they have both, select both questionnaires to be completed.  We are working on a shorter version which will 
combine both.  
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* Means that this score is not available as a web score. 

Note that there are too many scores to be displayed on the History screen. Select the ones you are using from 
the Set-Up Screen.  

 

Web Scores 
It’s possible for patients to enter their scores on line, either at home via Email or in the clinic using a computer, 
iPad or anything that will connect to the internet. The answers come back into your own copy of Socrates via our 
HIPAA compliant web server. You can either send them manually to a single patent or a group, or set up a 
protocol and allocate scores and time points and it will then send them automatically. Read the chapter on web 
scores for more details. This is an additional service to the standard Socrates program with an annual fee per 
user, and is only in English.  
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The patient scores can also be scanned in using a standard office document scanner.  These can be printed out 
from the screen of each score, or from the Forms folder on the web site. 

Read the chapter from the manual on Scannable forms for how to scan.  

 

An example of a section of a scan form. 
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Videos and electronic documents  

Any electronic document (PDF, Word, Excel, etc.) can be imported and stored with the surgery record for 
viewing. Simply click on the Add to attach a document or video relevant to this surgery.  

 

 

See the chapter on X-rays and videos for more information  

 

DATA ANALYSIS 
When you are the stage of needing to know how to search and analyse your data you will need to read the 
chapters of the manual on Exporting, Search, Statistics, and Reports. 
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FORMS 

SPINE 
WORD 
FORM 

WEB 
SCORE 

SCAN 
FORM 

ALG 
MISSG  Type  Patient/Surg 

Back & Leg Patient Survey PostOp  Y  Y        QS  P 

Back & Leg Patient Survey PreOp  Y  Y        QS  P 

GROC Global Rating of Change   Y  Y  Y     QS  P 

Military Specific Patient History  Y  Y        QS  P 

Neck & Arm Patient Survey PostOp  Y  Y        QS  P 

Neck & Arm Patient Survey PreOp  Y  Y        QS  P 

Patient Satisfaction, Normal, and Pain VAS Postop  Y  Y  Y     QS  P 

SOMOS ‐ US Military Patient History  Y  Y  Y     QS  P 

Spine Medical History  Y  Y        QS  P 

Zurich Claudication Questionnaire  Y  Y  Y     QS  P 

Patient Satisfaction, Normal, and Pain VAS Preop  Y     Y     QS  P 

DRAM Distress & Risk Assessment  Y  Y  Y     SC  P 

Japanese Orthopaedic Association Back Pain 
Evaluation  y  Y  Y     SC  P 

Japanese Orthopaedic Association Cervical 
Myelopathy Evaluation  y  Y  Y     SC  P 

Modified Low Back Pain Disability Questionnaire  y  y  y     SC  P 

Neurogenic Claudication Outcome  y  y  Y     SC  P 

ODI ‐ Oswestry Disability Index  Y  Y  Y  Y  SC  P 

ODOM Back  Y  Y  Y     SC  P 

ODOM Neck  Y  Y  Y     SC  P 

Orebro Musculoskeletal Pain Questionnaire  Y  Y  Y     SC  P 

Revised Disability Index for Low Back 
Pain/Dysfunction  y  y  y     SC  P 

Roland‐Morris Back Pain and Disability Score  Y  Y  Y     SC  P 

Sciatica Frequency and Bothersome  Y  Y  Y     SC  P 

Tampa Scale for Kinesiophobia  Y  Y  Y     SC  P 

VAS Back & Leg     Y  Y     SC  P 

VAS Neck & Arm     Y  Y     SC  P 

Vernon Moir Neck Disability Index  Y  Y  Y     SC  P 

Veteran Rand‐12 General Health Survey  Y  Y  Y     SC  P 

Veteran Rand‐36 General Health Survey  Y  Y  Y     SC  P 

Euroqol EQ5D‐3L  Y     Y     SC  P 

Euroqol EQ5D‐5L  Y     Y     SC  P 

Complications  Y     Y     SU  S 

Patient Demographics and Surgery Details  Y           SU  S 

Rehab and PostOp  Y           SU  S 

Surgeon Physical Examination  Y           SU  S 
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LEGEND 

Y: these forms are available in the format of the column heading.  

Scan forms: forms available as a scannable PDF to capture data via a Scanner 

ALG missing: Y indicates that an algorithm is built in to the score so that if some questions are missing, 
a score is still possible. See chapter on scores for individual scores information. 

Type: QS =  patient questionnaire; SU = surgeon form; SC =  Score  
Patient/Surg: P indicates the patient completes the form; S is a surgeon completed form; C is 
combined  
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